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Dear Editor,

We read with interest a recent review[1] on the use of microtechnology to quantify peak physical match demands in the football codes. This paper provides information across playing standards and positions, and identifies the variables and study designs employed to achieve this. The authors notably conclude that quantification of the peak match demands across the football codes is useful for the prescription of physical conditioning drills to prepare players for the most intense periods of match-play. They also recommend that prescription is specific to code and playing position. In light of their findings and conclusions, it is our view that further debate and additional research are necessary in relation to player monitoring and conditioning.

First, the authors restricted their analysis to ‘wearable’ microtechnologies to analyse peak demands. We are unclear as to the rationale for the omission of several key studies[2-9] using valid and reliable passive manual and optical tracking techniques to quantify peak locomotor demands in elite male and female soccer players. Indeed, the use of commercial optical tracking systems (e.g., STATS, TRACAB) for monitoring contemporary competitive performance is ubiquitous, especially in European professional soccer leagues. It is also noteworthy that these investigations mainly included first-team player cohorts from the highest standard of European soccer leagues, which frequently was not the case in the aforementioned review. Although these studies mostly employed segmental analysis of match time-periods which the authors highlight underestimate peak running activity, in our opinion, their inclusion would have provided additional information for soccer and position-specific profiling. This includes for example, variations in peak activity demands across playing standards, their temporal occurrence, effects of substitutions, and transient reductions in running output within and immediately following peak periods.

In their review, the authors suggest that determining peak match activity demands can establish the ‘worst-case scenario’ for individual variables thereby aiding training prescription. While such information might have implications for designing isolated high-intensity training and return to play drills and fitness tests, in our experience it is still unclear if and how practitioners in the football codes integrate such information into their physical conditioning regimens. Are “one-off” or multiple repetitions of isolated high-intensity drills utilised in an attempt to replicate the peak demands of their code over the course of sessions? Alternatively, do practitioners aim to ensure via monitoring of match-related drills such as small-sided games that players regularly replicate or even overload the peak demands identified in match-play? Research comparing peak competition demands compared to those actually generated in conditioning practice is lacking.[10] Future research should report on how many occasions within and between matches players perform a volume of activity that is not too dissimilar to the identified peak period of activity. Arguably this information would be useful to elucidate whether these peak demands are ‘one-off’, especially as match-to-match variability in this metric is substantial (CV=–24%)[11], thereby aiding decision-making on the real-world need (and if so, informing content) for specific conditioning sessions.

The authors identified multiple variables used to assess peak-match demands - mainly duration- and velocity-specific movements - while suggesting there is need for alternative information (e.g. collisions and accelerations) in addition to the locomotive variables. Research not cited by the authors and we feel merited discussion includes the duration (e.g., <30s, 31–60s, and >61s intervals) and type (passive versus active) of recovery between consecutive high-intensity actions within peak periods.[8] Another omitted investigation[12] examined decrements in maximal sprinting velocity (using individualised sprinting thresholds tailored to each player’s peak velocity) across consecutive sprints in the most intense bouts of activity.
The authors rightly point out the need for concomitant analyses of technical-tactical demands alongside physical demands during peak activity periods, yet in our opinion missed an opportunity to discuss recent papers on the integration of physical-tactical-technical metrics. The reductionist approach to focussing upon ‘blind’ distances during intensified periods for example has been used for several decades (mea culpa also for some of the authors of this letter!). Although we recognise that the authors have acknowledged some shortcomings in their review, we are still no nearer to understanding how peak data can be translated into training without specific context added to drills based on the football code, playing position and individual. Prescription metrics for relatively closed drills cannot be based on simple frequencies and blind robotic distances but are dependent upon tactical stimulus and subsequently angles of turns, associated technical skills, typical action location, and interactions with opposition and teammates. A recent paper provided inclusion criteria for contextualised activities: context occurred in >33% of intense efforts during periods and the contextual factors for a selected position were at least a moderate effect size difference compared to a minimum of two other positions.

The authors reported differences in peak demands across playing positions in all the football codes. These differences were dependent upon the variables analysed, suggesting prescription of fitness training should be position-specific. Unfortunately these points were not developed in their discussion. Should practitioners analyse selected variables for peak periods specifically in relation to the demands of playing positions, for example hard accelerations and distance covered at high-speeds for fullbacks versus ‘player load’ for central defenders? Doubts have been expressed regarding the sensitivity of data-driven approaches to determining positional demands and their eventual application in fitness training interventions particularly in soccer. The magnitude in real-world terms of the differences in peak activity demands across positions in the various football codes reported by the authors might be questionable as regards the necessity for systematic training prescriptions especially for every individual position. Another key question is whether practitioners should use the highest identified peak activity period observed across all players, irrespective of positional role, to tailor conditioning sessions? Alternatively, should conditioning for peak demands be based on individual rather than positional data?

Finally, the authors state that studies with multiple clubs are required to provide generalisable information on peak match demands. In our experience, results obtained from large samples cannot be easily generalised to individual contexts. Large inter-club disparities exist in the physical, tactical and technical abilities of players making up squads, and cultural and philosophical differences in practitioners’ approach to training and competition arguably leading to doubts about the pertinence and practical applicability of any large-scale dataset for a single club setting.
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